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Introduction
Global Population
•

Today, four generations wield considerable influence on the world of work. They each have a
say in corporate decision-making -- on purchasing and investments, risk management, tools
and technology, processes and governance, communications, company culture, engagement,
inclusion, and team management. And each brings their own perspective, approach,
behaviors, preferences and contributions to the table. Sometimes these views can slow or
stall progress. When we look at the US labor breakdown, we can easily picture the
collaboration and communication challenges we so often experience today.

•

This guide is a multi-purpose tool, designed to offer insights to anyone trying to better
understand and engage effectively with each of these groups – as customers or colleagues. It
can be useful for sales, marketers, designers, writers, developers, managers and other
stakeholders on the hook for enabling buyer consensus.

•

There’s no shortage of data regarding behaviors and preferences of each age segment – even
for Gen Alpha tykes and generations to come. We poured through hundreds of sources and
organized our findings into representative markers for Boomers, Gen X, Millennials and Gen Z.

•

We concentrated on the introduction of technology, historical events, pop culture, social
movements, parenting, natural disasters and the ebb and flow of the economy. We used a
global lens where possible and included regional nuances to explore and consider further.

•

Our goal was to connect the myriad data points in a way that provides perspective, actionable
insights -- and maybe inspire some empathy along the way.

BOOMERS
1946-1964

GEN X
1965-1980

MILLENNIALS
1981-1995

GEN Z
1997-2011

73 Million

65 Million

1.8 Billion

2 Billion

US Labor Force
Breakdown by Generation
Gen Z
10%

Sources: ABC, Catalyst, Pew Research, Insider Intelligence
There is a small percentage of Silents not reflected in this chart
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Generational perspectives were shaped by seminal social, geopolitical &
economic events; these personas were built with that historical lens
Persona Filters
Influential factors include:
✓ Technology introductions &
advancements
✓ Cultural norms
✓ Entertainment
✓ Social movements
✓ Geo-politics
✓ Economics
✓ Values, ideals
✓ Events: disasters, pandemics, wars
✓ Industry disruption
✓ Communications & media
✓ Executive leadership roles
✓ Work styles
✓ Trends
✓ Family life

1946

GEN X

BOOMERS

4

MILLENNIALS

GEN Z

2022

Generational drivers underlie common roadblocks and churn in corporate
decision-making on technology, tools and process

When it comes to the modern process and tools debate,
companies get stuck internally. Misalignments can impede critical
technology decision-making and slow growth. Sales knows this all
too well.
We start with a story about how fundamental differences of two
buyers – a Boomer and a Millennial buyer -- had the power to
derail a critical data analytics initiative because they couldn’t
agree on the method, even though they desired the same
outcome.
With different beliefs about risk and organizational health, they
couldn’t align and articulate the needed business case. “No ROI,
no funding,” says the Board.
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True Story: A B2B (In)Decision Journey
A highly regulated energy company with just under 3,000 employees and an
annual revenue of $250 million is reliant on real-time stock market data and
seasonal supply and demand consumption data. The company operates on legacy
technology and employees must make complex, high-risk recommendations from
spreadsheets.

The reporting process is a complicated web of internal and external data sources
that get manually populated by different individuals from multiple departments. It
is time-consuming and painful for all involved, and the result is often inaccurate.
When the pandemic hit, errors ultimately cost the company millions of dollars and
a CEO.
After a change in leadership and a reorganization, a new cross-functional steering
committee was charged with finding a cloud-based, data analytics solution to
replace the report and automate the process. This important project has yet to
get off the ground, however. In fact, it has failed multiple times and even thirdparty consultants cannot seem to help.
Why? It requires more change management than they think they can handle so
no executive will commit their resources. During the latest attempt at
requirements gathering, the project engineers heard divergent perspectives from
the top two members in the buying center, making the business case impossible to
articulate and ultimately produce. It shouldn’t come as a surprise that one
stakeholder is a Boomer and the other a Millennial -- both with different views on
risk.
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Pop Quiz
Can you match these verbatims on the right to their buyer personas on the left?
A.
1. Boomer Buyer
•
•
•
•
•

2. Millennial Buyer

VP, Treasury Management, Controller
Project Sponsor
Manages end users of report process
Makes decisions based on data
Reports to CFO

Views rushing into the wrong
technology as the biggest risk to the
overall health of the organization

•
•
•
•
•

Senior Director, Operations
Project Lead
Primary end user
Report owner, makes recommendations
On dotted line to new CEO

“We are on a journey to the
cloud. It is important that
we build on past efforts. We
need a business case with
clearly defined measures of
success.”

Sees waiting to innovate as the biggest risk
and accessing data is critical to future
growth of the organization

B.
“There is no reason why we shouldn’t be
in the cloud right now. We should not be
making million-dollar decisions from a
spreadsheet. We will workshop the ROI
as we go.”

<Check your answers on page 36>
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Why it’s Boomers versus Millennials
•

The friction between these two generations are legend. Looking beyond the vitriol of “The Trophy
Generation” and “Ok, Boomer,” there are some tangible differences. Take communications
preferences. Boomers favor face-to-face or voice-to-voice; their use of email, texts, posts or tweets
for corporate communication is far less than that of their younger counterparts. And digital savvy
Millennials get frustrated with Boomers’ perceived lag in adopting more efficient communications,
processes and innovation at work.

•

This divide is driven largely by their distinct histories with the economy. Boomers have weathered
many economic ups and downs. Many also benefited from living much of their working years in a
relatively prosperous economy during the 90s. By comparison, many Millennials grew up in that
prosperity, only to start their careers in the aftermath of the 2008 Financial Crisis, saddled with
record student debt. Millennials blamed Boomers for the state of the economy then -- and they do
so now.

•

Surprisingly, Boomers and Millennials have similar priorities when it comes to personal finances. They
place significant importance on savings and eliminating debt, but they have different trusted sources
and methods of doing so. The two groups also share a strong work ethic. But while Boomers are loyal
to a company and have relatively few career hops, Millennials are loyal to the work they do, not as
much where they do it and will move on when needed. For Millennials (and their younger Gen Z
siblings), purpose affects how they see their future. They’re willing to walk away from jobs that lack
meaning. This is something not well understood, or appreciated, by Boomers.

•

The challenge is that despite their similarities, their fundamental differences in approach can be
enough to impede forward progress for all. This can’t be more evident than in the US Government.
While Boomers and Millennials are often called to serve in public office, they struggle to find
common ground. Generation X was not as drawn to civil duty or seeking public office and are
noticeably absent from government offices and policies. As a result, there is no bridge between
older and younger public leaders. We need representatives who can stay above the fray and get
things done.
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Did you know?

Can Generation X help? In a word, Yes.
•

Gen X is fluid and believed to be able to move between groups because they have a better
understanding of each one’s perspective. Gen X can be effective technology translators. Makes sense
that many technology decision makers are Gen X. And they are starting to populate the C-Suite too. In
most industries, the average age of a CIO is 55. You can also find Gen X at the helm of many start-ups
and small businesses.

•

Gen X aligns more closely with younger generations when it comes to attitudes about communication,
technology and diversity. Gen X influence varies globally. In the US, Gen X feels passed over in favor of
generations with bigger numbers – especially Millennials (and now Gen Z).

•

Gen X sees themselves as the founders of global social media. Today, they use it to keep track of the
world, friends and their children. They were born worrying about work-life balance and were the first
to drive that shift.

•

But they still have a lot in common with Boomers. For instance – they understand the value of
relationships and can see the big picture. They just engage differently. Like their younger Millennial
siblings, Gen X is up on trends, but they may have a keener understanding of how to assign resources
and tackle long term problems, like a Boomer.

•

Gen X has gone from analog to digital and -- like Boomers, they want to better understand the
introduction of technology and its long-term impact. They have weathered a lot of uncertainty with the
dot.com and housing bubbles –along with the Great Recession. Gen X focuses on being smart and
reducing waste with attention to processes and systems. Like Boomers, they can exercise patience and
like Millennials, they can step into “rapid and adaptive learning” mode.

•

However, you might have to ask them. While Generation X can take on additional responsibilities and
leadership roles quite easily, they aren’t known for volunteering to do so. Gen X certainly started out
scrappy and has mellowed with experience.
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Curious about Z? So were we.
•

Generation Z is experiencing the start of their careers challenged by multiple crises. As younger
generations always are, they have been the hardest hit by job losses. The pandemic has
impacted traditional entry level sectors and positions in retail, hospitality and elder-care. Soonto-be employees have had their futures deferred by cancellations and changes to their final
years of education.

•

We know that this is a courageously expressive group that needs real-ime information and
cannot be offline for very long. They view the internet as one experience and influence is
everything. Like Gen X, the youngest workers can consume and process mass amounts of data
to help make informed decisions.

•

We also know that Generation Z is very value driven – even more so than Millennials. For both
generations, purpose is more important than a steady paycheck. Surprisingly, they share a
preference for face-to-face interaction with Boomers. But like their younger peers, they choose
to do so through one of their five active screens.

•

Like Millennials, they distrust traditional financial service institutions and prefer to use apps and
third parties. Gen Z was raised on the notion that anyone could trade in the stock market from
anywhere – even babies.

•

Gen Z is diverse and gender neutral; they dislike inequality and intolerance. They long for the 90s
because they perceive it to be a simpler time. It was in some respects.

•

Gen Z is looking to set trends, but it is also important for employers and managers to model best
practices and methods for them. We have much to learn from Gen Z and they have much to learn
from us.
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TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE:

Boomers make up 25% of the
workforce and a substantial
number in their 70s are
actively seeking
employment.

GEN Z will comprise 30% of
the workforce by the end
of:
•
•
•
•

TRUE OR FALSE?

This day
This year
This decade
Never

SELECT ONE
<Check your answers on page 36>
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There are almost as
many Gen X at work as
Millennials. They
surpassed Boomers in
2011 and were just
surpassed by
Millennials in …..

WHAT YEAR?

How did we get where we are?
Each generation has experienced a unique
sequence of events called turnings that frame
their perspectives, drive their behavior and
influence their decision-making – all of that
shaping their collective mindsets.
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A turning is cyclical and reflective of the collective mood
and mindset of society
Turnings are can be traced back across most
developed countries around the world. In western
history, generational theorists have traced FOUR
turnings that have been cycling since 1433:
• HIGH: times of revival after a crisis when society
•

•

•

wants to reduce death, destruction and celebrate
community and civil institutions; society coalesces
AWAKENING: is the enabling and enjoyment of
public progress and achievement that gives way to a
rise in self-autonomy and ultimately, a rejection of
social norms
UNRAVELING: the opposite of a High, when
institutional trust is lowest and individualism
flourishes which results in periods of war and illness
CRISIS: a period of perceived chaos that marks a
turning point; always precedes a High
13

Today, we are in the throes of a crisis turning…

WHERE ARE WE NOW?
•

•

But we are on our way towards a High (which literally can’t
come too soon!).
There are 4 primary generations in the workforce today:
Boomers, Gen X, Millennials and Gen Z. The retiring Silent
Generation is being replaced by Gen Z. Boomers are not
retiring.

WHAT’S NEXT?
•
•
•

Millennials’ unique parenting, purchasing and work styles,
along with the pandemic, will define the Alpha generation’s
formative years (born after 2010). Should be interesting.
The older members of the Alpha Generation will enter the
workforce in less than a decade when Boomers do retire
(for real).
Both Z and Alpha will have been born during this extended
Crisis Turning; the Beta Generation is set to be born during
the next High.
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The turning sequences creates an archetype that corresponds to each
generation

Boomer: 1946-1964
High → Awakening → Unraveling → Crisis

“PROPHET”

Idealistic
truth teller

Gen X: 1965-1980
Awakening → Unraveling → Crisis

“NOMAD”

Reactive
pragmatist
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Millennial: 1981-1996
Unraveling → Crisis

Gen Z: 1997 - 2011
Crisis

“HERO”

“ARTIST”

Optimistic
change maker

Expressive
creator

Which are shaped by the distinct moods of collective society and their youth
and elder roles in it
Boomer | PROPHET

Millennial | HERO

Gen X | NOMAD

Gen Z | ARTIST

High

Awakening

Unraveling

Crisis

Awakening
Unraveling
Crisis
High

Unraveling
Crisis
High

Crisis
High
Awakening

High
Awakening
Unraveling

Born in a high:
❖ Consensus around societal
order
❖ Rejuvenated sense of
community
❖ Idealism and optimism
❖ Post-crisis indulgence

Born during an awakening:
❖ Strong social ideals
❖ Reactionary
❖ Passionate attacks against
institutions
❖ Post- high under protection

Went from self-absorbed youth
crusaders to being the elder
guides during an extended crisis;
many will see a second high
turning in their lifetimes.

Started as alienated young adults and
became mid-life leaders during the
crisis; expected to become resilient
post-crisis elders.
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Born in an unraveling:
❖ Individual pragmatism
❖ Self-reliance
❖ Lax attitudes
❖ Post-awakening over support

Born during a crisis:
❖ Strong institutional distrust
❖ Global community
❖ Reliance on technology
❖ Post-unraveling anxiety

Were micromanaged children that
became “optimistic team leaders”
during the crisis; as elders they will be
attacked by the youth generation.

Over protected, highly aware
children hard hit by the pandemic
as young adults; expected to
thrive and flourish as artists and
humanitarians leading the next
high.

As we connect the dots, a completer picture emerges -- with traits, contributions,
influences and needs

ARCHETYPE

▪
▪
▪
▪

TRAITS

RELIANT
UPON
(NEEDS)

Gen X

Millennial

“PROPHET”

“NOMAD”

“HERO”

Idealistic
truth teller

Reactive
pragmatist

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Passionate
Idealistic
Optimistic
Self-assured

▪
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪

Focused
Risk aware
Serious
Calm

Hippies & yuppies
Civil rights
Subject matter expertise
Due diligence
Automation
Computer Science
AI

R E L AT I O N S H I P S

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Independent
Pragmatic
Pessimistic
Practical

▪
▪
▪
▪

Reactive
Risk taker
Competitive
Adventurous

DIY
Humor
Extreme sports
Video
On-demand programming
Online engagement
Tech start-ups

SELF
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Gen Z
“ARTIST”

Optimistic
change maker

Expressive
creator

Unraveling →
Crisis

Awakening → Unraveling
→ Crisis

High → Awakening →
Unraveling → Crisis

TURNINGS

SOCIAL
CONTRIBUTIONS
& INFLUENCES

Boomer

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Resilient
Open minded
Frugal
Ambitious

▪
▪
▪
▪

Proactive
Risk averse
Team-oriented
Productive

Community
Civic mindedness
Social influence
Digital sharing economy
BYOD
Internet banking and FinTech
Sustainability

TECHNOLOGY

Crisis

▪
▪
▪
▪

Empathetic
Expressive
Anxious
Action-oriented

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Diversity
Gender neutrality
Art
Social media
The 90’s

▪
▪
▪
▪

Savvy
Informed
Value-driven
Purposeful

INTERNET

Each archetype brings a different approach, attitude and perspective to most aspects of life
•

While Boomers and Millennials align in some surprising way, they often lock horns on processes, tools, tasks,
communication and parenting. Their spending is different as well. Millennials fund travel, dining out and
childcare while older Boomers focus on funding a comfortable retirement and future medical care.

•

Feeling overshadowed by the more populous and highly visible segments, Gen X has been considered the
‘forgotten middle child’ in the west. But this group has become the most entrepreneurial of all. Raised by the
TV, Gen X might have moved from MTV to HGTV but are the original video gamers. They have a deep love of
technology and own many devices – and they use them to make work and communications better.

•

Gen Z can consume and process vast amounts of data. They are business savvy and likely to have side hustles.
Surprisingly, they prefer face-to-face communications (albeit brief ones) like Boomers. They are stock market
savvy. A quarter of adult Z’s (now 18-23) report to be investors, with 73% owning stocks. Like Millennials, Gen Z
are “digital natives,” but while Millennials are reliant on technology more broadly, Gen Z is specifically reliant
on the internet.

•

There are other key differences in style and substance between the two youngest cohorts. Gen Z is nostalgic
for the comfort of the 1990s while Millennials gravitate to the styles of the 1950s. Despite their ability to
manage older age groups (even the Silents), Millennials can be outright mystified by both the expectations and
behaviors of their younger Gen Z colleagues (AKA Zoomers). We all are.

•

Millennials are prepared for most things in life -- or at least try to be. They have no problem upending entire
industries, business models, and long-standing institutions like banking. Their proactive influence and impact
continues to be felt at home, in work, at school, online, in government and in our communities at large. No
surprise then that Millennials are thought by some (except by maybe Gen X), to be the heroes of our time. Gen
X is also very prepared (AKA the DIY generation). Supervising themselves after school instilled a sense of
awareness, independence and freedom. They tried to pass these traits on to their children along with empathy
and tolerance. Many of them are Gen Z.
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→ It’s imperative we learn more about
each other in order to collaborate
and coexist more effectively!

A look at history shows us important parallels to the past
Did You Know?
← The Silent Generation was influenced by the GI or “Greatest” Generation that
experienced WWII and the Great Depression. They set the work and family ethos for
Boomers to thrive in. The GI generation is considered most analogous to Millennials
and the Silents to Gen Z.
← Much of the Lost Generation preceding the GIs experienced the Roaring 20’s, an
immigrant labor force, the rise of sports and movie celebrities but was physically
and mentally wiped out due to WWI and a flu pandemic. This generation seems to
share archetypal similarities to Gen X.
← The Missionary Generation blossomed with a strong notion of freedom being raised
by post-Civil War parents. This ultimately led to muckrake journalism, women’s
suffrage, HBCU graduations, and the global fight against fascism. This generation
aligns more with the Boomer mentality.
← The very first generation documented is the Arthurian Generation a time when youth
grew up in an increasingly pessimistic and dangerous time with low institutional
trust. Ultimately pushing back against their social order, heroes redefined the notion
of prosperity and pivoted to innovation through discovery and exploration.
19

Leonardo Da Vinci
Arthurian Generation born 1433–1460
Archetype: Hero
Turnings: Crisis, High, Awakening

Persona Detail
from B-Z
WARNING:
CONTAINS
GRANULARITY
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Boomers thrived in a post-war high that evolved into major social and
economic change
•

Most Boomers were judiciously provided for by their parents. Raised in hard-working, hierarchal
families after WWII, this generation was often the first in the family to go to college. Recognizing that
sacrifice, their work ethic went into overdrive (as in nonstop).

•

Ushered in an era of experimentation and innovation. Despite labeling by younger colleagues as
‘Luddites,’ Boomers invented personal computing, the Internet and the WWW. But with that
innovation came automation replacing human tasks with machines. The concept and technology
forever altered life at work and home.

•

The family dynamic was changing. Mass consumerization of global products required families to have
multiple incomes to afford new technology essentials. Credit cards were invented to facilitate that.

•

This large and eclectic group also influenced music, art and entertainment. They pioneered rock and
roll and science fiction like Star Trek and Star Wars, franchises that younger generations have loved,
evolved and revived.

•

•

Before setting their sights on the financial sector and bringing “yuppies” to the vernacular in the 80s,
older members of this segment were challenging long standing social norms by advocating for free
love, civil rights, new feminism, gay rights and an end to war. 1964 was considered the “end of
innocence” after JFK and there was a permanent fractioning between the Boomer youth and older
generations – a major shift.
Despite the pandemic, Boomers are unlikely to ‘go gentle into that good night,” as more than half of all
Boomers plan to work after 65. Of the 10,000 who ‘retire’ daily, 40% will stay in the workforce in some
capacity. Good thing too as a million people of prime working age have put a pause on their careers.
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Boomer: The Prophet
1946 – 1964
▪

▪
▪

Economic
expansion
Regard for
institutions
Automation

▪
▪
▪

Consumer debt
Distrust in
institutions
Industry/labor
disruption

Boomers are the first
generation on the planet to
get to age 60 -- and still see a
long runway ahead.

Boomer Communication Preferences
As a
customer

•
•
•
•
•
•

Comfortable with communication mediums and various
devices but prefer verbal interactions
Can respond to direct mail and TV
Uses the internet for information and resources, but does not
place as high value on the internet as younger cohorts
Will be well researched and highly knowledgeable; driven to
be educated prior to a purchase or sales interaction
Uses LinkedIn for business. Facebook is primary social
network; they are particularly interested in family pictures
and posts, friends’ family pictures and posts, etc.
Just a little more than half of Boomers own and use personal
computing devices

As a
coworker

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Strong work ethic
Adaptable; willing to learn
Has seen more change than any other generation
New executives in the Boomer era: CFO, COO
Believes in consensus building, process and statistics
Can get bogged down in details, making tough choices a
challenge for others
Values longevity and experience, especially organizational
loyalty
Appreciates a focus on their achievements
Likes tangible items/tchotchkes, certificates, awards – things
they can show and share with others
Preparing for retirement

Boomer Values:

Boomers prefer verbal
communications and
face-to-face interactions.

Skills Expertise Knowledge
PERSONAL WEALTH Fulfillment CIVIL
RIGHTS the greater good

Peace & Prosperity
WORK Family friends
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Boomer Engagement Notes
Boomers have seen firsthand what happens when
technology and programs are implemented without
studying the impact and risks or having a plan. This
concept underpins the mission of a buying center
today.

Boomers can be incorrectly perceived as resistant
to change. They have seen far more change at work
than their younger colleagues. They do have an
aversion to specific risks and repeating past
mistakes. As such, they are compelled to share and
apply their lessons learned (Prophet).

They value -- and bring -- the notions of due diligence,
subject matter expertise and a desire for consensus to
the table. To them, knowledge is power.

❖
❖

❖

❖

❖
❖
❖
❖

Not-so-fun fact: Automation disrupted every single sector in Boomers’ formative years. At
a time when Technology was creating millions of new jobs, it also eliminated millions of
jobs, displacing whole communities in the 50s-70s.
This imbalance was never addressed, and Boomers are keenly aware of that. The cycle
repeated itself and impacted Boomers’ children during the 2008 Great Recession, when
the workforce expanded and the need for labor contracted once again. This extended
how long younger generations lived at home, relying on their parents. This shift also
affected healthcare policy, insurance, employee benefits and recruitment.

Boomers absolutely grasp the power and impact of technology. So much so that it can
impede their decision-making speed. Hesitancy or perceived paralysis in decision-making
is often misinterpreted as fear of change. It’s not change they fear. Boomers know that
any technology introduction requires process change, cost cutting and buy-in. None of
which are easy or automatic. In addition, cost-cutting ultimately involves cutting human
resources.
As we saw in our story, Boomers perceive cloud as a journey. To Millennials, it is a
destination, and we are late. They are both right! Need Gen X to bridge the gap.

Boomers are adaptable and comfortable with most forms of communication, from email
to texting but prefer face-to-face (even if that is on Zoom) & voice-to-voice.
They tend to gravitate to Facebook (usage has doubled since 2015), LinkedIn and tablets.
Not likely to use Twitter; less likely to use TikTok.
Traditional media, TV and print still sticks with this generation but they embrace online
shopping and learning.
Boomers are beginning to access the internet primarily with their smartphones. They rely
on the internet for research mostly, but don’t value or need it like Gen Z.
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Eyes wide open and tuned in, Gen X was left to their own devices
after school
•

Unsupervised. Divorce rates were at historic highs globally due to changes in attitudes about marriage brought about by
“new feminism.” Due to periods of inflation and recession, both parents typically worked full time and were likely in
debt, regardless of martial status.

•

Media, TV, pop culture and peers influenced this generation’s coming of age. Seeing the reforms made by their parents
and others, many embraced both individualism and multi-culturalism but regressed in terms of civil service and running
for office. Institutional value went from high to low and Gen X youth had a propensity for things considered
“alternative.”

•

Highly competitive and sports-minded, Gen X was all about adventure and invention, and they dispensed with the
seriousness of their elders. They were the last to experience a non-digital childhood outside. Coupled with the
proliferation of video and gaming devices inside the home, this generation contributed a mix of sports, comedy and
technology by giving us Adam Sandler, X Games, YouTube, SaaS and Amazon. They brought the terms ‘gamer’ and ‘hiphop’ to the vernacular and enjoyed a period of relative peace and prosperity in the 1990s.

•

Gen X challenged cultural norms and practices at work – and targeted the suit. They believed that a combination of
flexibility and critical thinking would make work and home life better. There was deep strife between the US and the
Soviet Union, the Berlin Wall had come down and most of Gen X didn’t remember a time before the civil rights
movement. They were also the first generation to grow up with personal computers at home and school.

•

Gen X was more educated than any previous generation, with an even greater emphasis on STEM – which continues
today. Still seen as a youth culture, Gen X has grown up. They have put the work into the technologies, diversity, and
new family norms that is expected from younger generations.

•

Dubbed ‘lazy’ by Boomers, Gen X is the most entrepreneurial generation, founding more start-ups than Millennials. Gen
X has a different work ethic and attitude than the Boomers (and Silents), centering largely around the notion of finding
ways of working smarter, not harder and solving problems with technology.
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Generation X: The Nomad
1965 – 1980
▪
▪

▪

Peace & prosperity
Disregard for
institutions
Latchkey kids

▪
▪
▪

War & inequity
Low political
participation
Start-up founders

The generation with the most
small business owners is Gen X

Gen X Communication Preferences
As a
customer

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Prefers email, text, phone and social media communications
Wants clear and concise Info about what products and
services do
Ease of use, seamless navigation and overall experience is an
important requirement and expectation
Consumes and responds to both traditional and digital
channels and content
Currently Facebook’s biggest user demographic. Shares
digital images of food, family, trips and friends on Facebook;
browses shopping and content on the internet
Traded Twitter for LinkedIn, but prefers a desktop over a
tablet
Uses apps purposefully

As a
coworker

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Believes in work/life balance – important to have a life
outside of the office; flexibility is key
Likes to problem solve, often on their own
New executives in Gen X era: CIO, CHRO, CISO, CTO
Wants little supervision - accustomed to caring for
themselves
Prefers causal and informal settings
Can take on added responsibility, but might not seek it out
Believes in working smarter, not harder
Started scrappy and mellowed over time
Likes to stay above the fray, but views promotions and
recognition as earned
Feeling pessimistic about retirement

Gen X Values:
Gen X prefers to communicate
using their technology devices but
prefers personal interaction

Global Viewpoints DIVERSITY freedom
independence accountability self reliance
balance GADGETS individuality DIY
comfort Humor CLARITY flexibility
authenticity
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Gen X Engagement Notes
Gen X may be a secondary target for brands, but their
preferences are at the heart of most modern
marketing strategies - especially when it comes to
video and the need for online self-expression.

❖ Why is video content so popular? Remember that this is the first generation to
watch their music. 24 hours a day. They also had access to on-demand content
and exclusive programming with the VCR and pay per view in the 90s. And let's
not forget they invented an entire economy and culture around video games.
❖ This is also the first generation to “bare their souls online” and share content
about their feelings and events. All before Facebook. Like it or not, Gen X
shaped the digital, social and mobile landscape of today. Gen X’s need for self
expression has blossomed in today’s youth – especially Gen Z (the Artist).

Gen X can move back and forth between groups, or
they can go it alone (the Nomad). Their DIY mentality
makes them effective problem solvers and they strive
to be cost effective in their planning and outcomes.
They like things clean and simple; they avoid conflict.
Enable Gen X to help build consensus among the
teams.

❖ Gen X is faced with scenarios they couldn’t possibly have predicted or prepared
for when they started their careers. However, they are used to thinking big and
comfortable navigating uncharted territory. They have patience and will bide
their time.
❖ Gen X appreciates clear and concise information so that they can make the
best decisions and recommendations possible. If you are trying to secure their
buy-in, show them a clear path forward and be authentic.

DID YOU KNOW:
Video is the most popular
and most used medium in
modern content marketing
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“In a world”. . . starting to unravel, Millennials drove wide-reaching,
rapid change
•

Millennials had full plates and a packed schedule from birth. School, social activities and family life were organized by
Boomer parents whose primary focus was their kids. Despite being called the ‘trophy generation’ (even by their own
parents), the first digital natives grew up with a renewed sense of civil duty, service, leadership and a deep appreciation
for community.

•

Adulting became hard. Millennials came of age during the tech bubble, the first school shootings, 9/11 and major natural
disasters. Due to two recessions (one great), Millennials didn’t seek independence until their mid-to-late 20s. Many left
college facing school debt and limited job options and went back home to live with their parents – for awhile. This was a
shift for both family and work life. It makes sense that this segment might fear divorce today or have deferred marriage,
homeownership and children.

•

It’s personal. Besides an emphasis on STEM, a hallmark of Millennial education was parent/teacher ratios with more oneto-one interaction. Because Millennials were afforded instant and regular feedback, it became an expectation
programmed into their DNA. As teachers, parents, and managers, we all know a Millennial craves feedback. And is never
hesitant to provide their opinion on matters, albeit humbly. IMHO, this also speaks to their strong desire for personal
content and experiences from the brands they follow/use.

•

Digitally wired, they are driven to improve processes in life and at work through technology. Their stamp on the
workplace was felt early in changes from titles to functions to floorplans. Foosball anyone? As the most powerful, largest
and technically savvy consumers in history, they crowdsourced disruption targeted at multiple industries like retail,
banking, commercial real estate, transportation and entertainment. Gen X built the FinTech and HIT platforms;
Millennials ran with them.

•

Millennials value health and well-being in mind, body and that of the planet -- even if they are too busy to enjoy too
much time outside. Millennials drove mainstream adoption of smart living and IoT, especially in healthcare. In large part
because they see value in proactive and preventive practices and behaviors. Today, Gen X, Boomers and Silents might
wonder about the gadgets, sensors, wearables and apps that seem to come with modern babies. It will be interesting to
see the contribution of future generations that grew up with Alexa and Siri as companions and a nursery more high-tech
than a hospital room. Are bot nannies a thing? Hold on during the next High Turning, it should be an innovative ride.
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Millennial: The Hero
1981 – 1996
▪
▪
▪

Gaps in leadership
Digital native
Personal attention

▪
▪
▪

Call to action
Digital disrupter
Personalization

DID YOU KNOW:
There are 1.8 billion
Millennials on earth

Millennial Communication Preferences
As a
customer

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prefer self-service vs a live person, or engaging via social media
Everything is social media. You can find them messaging and hash
tagging on Instagram and TikTok; maybe responding to paid content
with heavy imagery
Grew up with laptops and are compelled to share their gifts and
creativity with their following through content; 70% of Millennials still
use a laptop today
Look for personal relatability from companies but brand distrust is
automatic.
In B2B, ~75% of decision-makers are Millennial buyers; they use social
media to research vendors
If they follow the news, they do so from social media.
Almost one third are smartphone-only internet users (w/no traditional
broadband)
They follow brands on social media for entertainment, engage with
brands on social media once per month, will purchase from brands
they follow, will unfollow a brand over a bad experience and will opt
out if it’s spammy

As a
coworker

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prefers a flexible work life integration
Believes that teamwork makes the dream work
Excels in reverse mentoring, but struggles with younger colleagues
Entitled but hardworking, want to be effective at their jobs AND happy
Needy and independent at the same time
New executives introduced in their era: CMO, CDO, CRO
Requires feedback, fun and instant gratification
High tech: dislikes manual tasks, spreadsheets and repetitive work
High touch: tends to micromanage and control all details
A strong desire to ideate, driven to advance new thinking and ways of
doing things. To them, the act of contributing is important.
Ambitious in nature; many working their way up the ladder, serving in
management positions and running for government office
Happy to job jump; wants to be motivated and challenged
Pessimistic about owning a home
Serious about future financial security

Millennial Values:
Millennials prefer engaging with
chatbots or social media over
human support

Community DUTY Philanthropy

planet learning flexibility
creativity TEAM games
Feedback PERSONALIZATION technology
leadership ART sharing music
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Millennial Engagement Notes
Millennials have driven brands to compete on
customer experience by disrupting business
models across industries – by the power of their
sheer numbers and through technology

❖ If Millennials don’t like something, or recognize a gap, they will work very hard
to change it. Likely the most resilient generation in that respect. They believe
that they can, so they do.

It’s back to basic training in social media for brands.
If a brand is ineffective at engaging with Millennials
on social media, then they are not likely buying
from them or even considering them. Most brands
lag here, but particularly B2B.

❖ Marketers must be very tactical with this group, and that means doing the
blocking and tackling when it comes to search and SEO and content quality.
The entertainment factor along with utility is huge.
❖ Content must serve a purpose and address the topics and trends they care
about in an appropriate way.

Tone is tricky and consistency across channels
equals authenticity. Achieving this, along with
having a deep understanding and appreciation of
their values (NOT their parents’), and they might be
moved.

❖ It’s no surprise that while understanding Millennials is a key strategy for
marketers, recruiters and not-for-profits, their expectations are challenging to
meet. Because they are so personal, you must constantly refine content in
anticipation of their needs at the right times. Not easy. Especially when they so
readily embrace change.
❖ This is where having a content strategy is critical to address evolving tonal and
messaging needs, engagement best practices, and format preferences.
❖ This is also where brands cannot take short cuts on user experience.

Know where they are in their buyers’ journey and
who is in the buying center. Again, tough for all but
B2B lags here.

❖ Need to understand who the various stakeholders are – including
generationally -- to help anticipate points of friction and flow might be. Then
you can create pitch decks, whitepapers, blogs, or other assets that address
those issues more surgically.
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Gen Z bursts on the scene, setting trends & dominating brands’
attention, especially in technology, retail and financial services
• Gen Z is both intelligent and demanding. Highly educated and connected, this generation grew up with instant access to
information, entertainment and communications as basic tenets of life.
• Protected and activated. Social consciousness and choice were instilled by their parents. They are the most diverse
generation and very value conscious. Already influential, their gender neutrality and LGBTQ+ attitudes have changed how
brands engage with people, both professionally and personally.
• Reliant on devices and social reputation. Despite the activism of this generation, they are challenged by mental anxieties,
likely exacerbated from the events of a very (very) long Chaos turning as reflected on the cover of this guide. Gen Z’s view
(and seek!) protection as a right and they self-soothe through personal expression.
• Starting their professional careers in an era of “relentless innovation” and boosted by their ability to cancel anything from
products to personalities, they want their brands to embody the same beliefs as they do. While Millennial distrust of brands
maybe automatic, Gen Z’s have a ”sixth sense” for it.
• They do have an entrepreneurial spirit along with an artistic one, creating “side hustles” at young ages, in the hopes of
turning hobbies into careers. This generation will showcase their adaptability, artistry and financial savvy in the coming
years.
• It makes sense why industries like technology, retail and financial services need critical data on Gen Z’s behaviors,
technology expectations and values. Gen Z is also stock market savvy, and many are already invested. Surprised? E*TRADE
launched its consumer platform in the late nineties. In 2008, their Baby Campaign debuted, running through four Super Bowl
years. The goal was to educate consumers on how easy to use their platform was. That campaign was rebooted like
everything else in 2022.
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Gen Z: The Artist
1997 – 2011
▪
▪
▪

Awareness
Internet native
Face violence &
natural disasters

▪
▪
▪

Value alignment
Internet reliance
Empathy & protection

DID YOU KNOW?
Gen Z believes that having public
Wi-Fi is more important than
having a public bathroom.

Gen Z Communication Preferences
As a
customer

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

Purchase in synch with their values & via mobile
Quick to research and very much swayed by social media
recommendations. Like quizzes and polls to help them
find products.
Prone to sharing every detail of their lives. Use about 5
screens, including wearables and VR
Streaming/creating/consuming on multiple social
networks and internet sites, like Snapchat, TikTok,
Discord, Slack and WhatsApp, seamlessly and
simultaneously
Expect responsive page design
Will avoid irrelevant data/information – especially if it
gets in the way
Not receptive to traditional pitching; they are looking for
fun and a break from the daily grind. Enjoys snackable
content.

As a
coworker

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Seek work-life integration, financial security and
compensation. Want to thrive personally and professionally.
Technology is viewed as extensions of themselves. Have high
technology standards and expectations; believe VR will have
major impact on work.
New Executives: Chief Digital Officer, Chief Revenue Officer
Has a growth mindset
Want their workplaces to be inclusive and their positions to
have a purpose
They avoid conflict
Process vast amounts of data quickly and expect instant
feedback
Hard to gain -- then hold -- their attention
Just entering the workforce but will comprise 30% of it by
end of this decade

Gen Z Values:
Freedom of expression COMMUNITY safety

Majority of Gen Z prefers
to communicate face-toface (but keep it brief)

trending diversity acceptance sustainability ART
reputation connections social justice SOCIAL MEDIA
gender neutrality PROTECTION 90s internet
Inclusion authenticity flexibility
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Gen Z Engagement Notes
❖

Gen Z will trust a mobile app or digital tool before a financial institution and will
discard investments that do not align with their values. Their childhoods were seen
through the lens of great financial uncertainty, fear and despair. In their eyes, FSIs
are at the root. As such, they are even more frugal than their Millennial counterparts
and they are more empowered. 52% are using FinTech, 26% are already invested in
the stock market.

Gen Z’s sense of individuality is strong, and diversity
is part of their identity. They demand authenticity.

❖

Looking for products, careers and investments that suit their needs and align with
their values. Their needs includes a stable planet and gender acceptance.
This is reflected in their social media habits and consumption. The platforms they
join, and the brands follow are all carefully selected.

Because social media is central to Gen Z so is the
notion and importance of influence. Influence
becomes inextricably linked to personal identities.

❖

Influence is EVERYTHING to this generation. Give Gen X credit (and some Boomers)
for inventing a playbook that Millennials followed. Gen Z took to heart on how to
network and build a following through community. Totally immersed in online
culture, entertainment, education, research and purchasing all runs together for Gen
Z. They do not separate them as individual experiences. Big in online marketplaces.

Gen Z are creators, along with Millennials. They have
empathy for others and strive to avoid conflict and
disagreement.

❖

Gen Z courageously creates because engaging and creating a marketplace on social
media can be a double-edged sword and rejection can be risky. Connecting is
personal and vulnerable but it helps Gen Z “find their power.”

❖

Community is extremely important to their psyches. They thrive when they can
produce and then share something.

Gen Z is on the front lines of financial change and
will drive a new era of saving, spending and
investing.

❖

DID YOU KNOW:
Gen Z accounts for nearly
HALF of all mobile users.
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Global Considerations
This guide is primarily based on western data,
theory and events. Here are some global
nuances that may warrant a future look.
• New Zealand’s Baby Boom was somewhat comparable to
the US and Canada, while Europeans were focused on
rebuilding Europe and more keenly impacted by the world
wars. The years delineating generations are different as well.
• In Asia Pacific, attitudes towards and influence of
professional Gen X is quite different than in the US and
Europe. Gen X is very influential in home and corporate
decision-making.
• In India, Gen Z would prefer to open a small business than
work in an international company.
• For Millennials in certain European countries, like Denmark,
Sweden and France, management and leadership roles are
less coveted than in the US and Asia.
• Stress is a barrier to leadership in Japan, France and the UK.
• In China, the US and Canada, technology is seen more as a
barrier to work for Gen Z.
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Applications
and Resources
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How to apply
these insights
Keep these Golden Rules in Mind
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•

For Boomers, knowledge is power, and they
do well with educational resources that
answer their myriad questions

•

Gen X wants clear and concise product and
service information, focusing on what things
are and how they work in a highly authentic
manner.

•

Millennials require personalization and
social connection. They do well with bigger
picture white papers and data visualizations,
like infographics

•

Gen Z wants it short, entertaining and on
YouTube. And it must align with their values.
They like quizzes to help them learn about
products and services.

Getting Started Checklist
• Review and beef up your Personas
❖ Fill gaps in content format and messaging preferences by demographic.
❖ Broaden profiles to include Gen X and Z
❖ Go deep to understand what’s behind the pain points – are they role or
age driven? Or both?
• Take a new look at your Buying Centers with an eye to their challenges and
roadblocks
❖ Extend your buyer ecosystem mapping to include generational
variations
❖ Work with Sales to infuse consensus building principles in content and
messaging strategy
• Conduct journey mapping to better understand buyer intent on- and-off
domain, with added perspective of generational variations; assess its
discoverability
• Assess marketing operations, resources and executive sponsorship to support
content development and distribution across formats, channels, styles and
topics to fill any identified gaps.
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Content, Messaging, Engagement and UX: Do’s and Don’ts
•
•
•
•

Boomer
PROPHET

•

•
•
•
•

Millennial
HERO

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Do satisfy Boomers’ need for comprehensive planning
including risk, return and reward.
Feed their need for education. Knowledge is power.
Be a sherpa on their cloud journeys.
Recognize they do not trust what’s on the internet and
know they have done their due diligence.
Do not misjudge their grasp of technology and change
nor their willingness and ability to learn.
Do not underestimate their stubbornness or position.

•

Gen X
NOMAD

•
•
•
•
•
•

Do cater both personally, emotionally and technically to
Millennials -- or you will lose them.
Do use social to engage
Do embrace community and continuity to earn their
trust.
Do show how their decisions will result in positive
outcomes.
Help them articulate their business case.
Selfies welcomed.
Do not withhold feedback.
Do not cut corners with CX, UX or SEO.
Do not confuse them with their parents.

•
•

Gen Z
ARTIST

•
•
•

•
•
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Do activate Gen X as a ‘whisperer’ to foster consensus
between Boomers and Millennials and bridge deep gaps.
Reach them by appealing to their pragmatic and problemsolving nature. Do so clearly and authentically.
Make them your champions in the tech space and C-Suite.
Do use videos, listicles, blogs and productive discussions.
Do not ignore Gen X.
Do not be too salesy
Do not use selfies.

Do be in the know now. Gen Z is pre-seeding what’s on trend
from fashion to values.
Do translate that into engagement and experiences in a way
that is entertaining.
Do anticipate upcoming changes and shifts. Keep an eye to the
future.
Do address inequities in the workplace.
Do support sustainability.
Do connect your customer touchpoints end ensure a seamless
and consistent experience.
Do not expect long periods of their attention.
Do not generate friction in the user experience or
irrelevant/unnecessary information.

Roles in the
Buying Center
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•

USE CASES

•

TITLES

•

INDUSTRIES

•

VENDOR
ENGAGEMENT

Idealistic truth teller

✓
✓

USE CASES

TITLES

INDUSTRIES

VENDOR
ENGAGEMENT

✓
✓
✓
✓

Involving CEOs & CFOs as primary &
economic buyers
Impacting accounting & finance
functions
Sponsored by senior sales executives
Relying on administrative gatekeepers
Manages end users
Targeting executive leadership in
Healthcare verticals

CEO | CFO | President | VP Accounting,
Controller | SVP Sales | Dept. Manager |
Executive Assistant | Chief Medical Officer

Reactive pragmatist

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Involving technology with CIOs & CTOs
as primary & economic buyers
Involving Owner/Operator as sole
buyer
Impacting IT, data, cloud & security
Sponsored by senior marketing and HR
executives
Involves end user tech and tools
Targeting new executive leadership in
the C-Suite

CxO | CIO | CTO | Owner | IT Director
Software Architect | HR Director | Content
Director | VP Digital Marketing | Diesel Mechanic

Expressive creator

Optimistic change-maker

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Involving financial and business analysis
Impacting products and digital
channels, CX
Influenced by end users
Requiring intensive change
management, collaboration,
communication and training
Targeting ops roles and product
managers

✓
✓
✓

Involving cyber security team,
social media and data
Influenced by end users
Requires user testing and training

Chief Digital Officer | Business analyst | Financial
analyst | Product Manager | Statistician | Web
Developer | Software Developer| Digital
Marketing Ops | EMT

Web developer I Designer | Software
engineer | Social Media Specialist | Cyber
Security | SOC Analyst | Mechanical
Engineer

As expected, found in Technology, Financial
Services and Healthcare

Find them in entry-level positions working
on data, social media and cyber security in
Retail, Tourism and Business Services

Prior to the pandemic, Millennials were drawn
to unexpected sectors like Retail/wholesale,
manufacturing, and supply chain

Gen Z aspires to work in Technology, Arts,
Recreation, Social Services, and
Entertainment

Found in Healthcare, Financial Services and
Professional Services, and Entertainment

Find Gen X working in Technology,
Transportation and Logistics, and Construction

Large concentrations in sectors hit hard by
pandemic - education, travel and tourism,
residential construction and food/restaurant

As entrepreneurs, Gen X leads Health and
Wellness, Retail with a focus on ecommerce and
social business as well as Hospitality

❖ Prefers to leverage relationships with
expert sales. Uses the internet and their
network for recommendations and advice

❖ Prefers both an automated and personal
sales approach

❖ Prefers automated and electronic
communications

❖ Prefers automation with a human
behind it

❖ Depends on company website content,
reviews, industry analysts, blogs, events and
in-person interactions

❖ Refers to current digital content in their
research from case studies, whitepapers,
infographics to social media posts – all of
which needs to be shareable and share worthy

❖ Defers to influencers and YouTube as
their primary sources of information
and research about companies and
products

❖ Know their journey. What, where, when, and
how are moving/consuming and then
responding on a personal level.

❖ Be entertaining and use video. They
like to learn having fun using quizzes
and games.

❖ Trusts industry analysts, learns best
through traditional media content along
with select digital assets
❖ Be prepared. Anticipate buying/crossselling opportunities; expect ongoing Q&A
and troubleshooting.

❖ Don’t forget to pitch them. This group is
both skeptical and savvy but can be very
loyal to vendors that ‘get’ them and make it
clear how it works.

Select Resources
• Millennial teens fled the workforce. Why are Gen Z teens coming back? - The Washington
Post
• Resident population in the United States in 2021, by generation - Insiderintelligence.com
• The 7 Key Differences Between Millennials and Baby Boomers at Work | Fairygodboss
• Millennials_Baby_Boomers_Two_Peas_In_A_Pod.pdf (ipsos.com)
• The 7 Key Differences Between Millennials and Baby Boomers at Work | Fairygodboss
• Baby Boomers, Generation ‘X’ and Generation ‘Y’ in the Workplace (resource1.com)
• What We Know About Gen Z in the Workplace | Great Place to Work®
• Gen Z Investors Are Taking More Risks to Get Rich Quick, Survey Finds
(businessinsider.com)
• Millennials stand out for their technology use | Pew Research Center
• The Latest Baby Boomer Facts - 2022 Insightful Data (webtribunal.net)
• 75 Eye-Opening Statistics on How Each Generation Uses Technology | Herosmyth
• Understanding The Differences In Mobile App Use Across Generations (forbes.com)
• How Gen Z Is Re-Defining Digital » War Room Inc
• Digital generations: The technology gap between seniors, parents, and kids | Norton
• Gen Z Technology Habits and Media Consumption by the Numbers - Basis Technologies
• Baby Boomers & Tech - How The Pandemic Changed The Relationship – GWI
• Manager of a Generation: Millennials vs. Gen X | King
• Generation X: History and Characteristics (familysearch.org)
• 10 Video Marketing Statistics You should Know for 2022 [Infographic] (oberlo.com)
• Advantages and Disadvantages of Presenting to Gen Xers | SlideGenius
• Healthcare CIO Tenure Below Average at 3.9 Years (hitinfrastructure.com)
• Demographics: How many millennials are there in the world? | World Economic Forum
(weforum.org)
• 5 Truths About Millennials in the Workplace | CCL
• Study: 80% of Gen Z purchases influenced by social media | Retail Dive
• B2B Marketing for the Millennial and Gen Z Buyer | Adapt - Adapt (adaptworldwide.com)
• With Gen Z, the consumerization of B2B is nigh (digitalcommerce360.com)

• Millennial teens fled the workforce. Why are Gen Z teens coming back? - The Washington
Post
• Generational Analysis (ronwatters.com)
• Millennials Are Doomed To Face An Existential Crisis That Will Define The Rest Of Their
Lives (forbes.com)
• Generation Z: Latest Gen Z News, Research, Facts (insiderintelligence.com)
• For Millennials And Gen Zs, Social Issues Are Top Of Mind—Here’s How Organizations Can
Drive Meaningful Change (forbes.com)
• Are Parenting Styles Very Different Across Different Generations? (airesone.com)
• A call for accountability and action (deloitte.com)
• Five Workforce Trends Poised to Dominate 2022 - Best Upon Request
• welcome-to-gen-z.pdf (deloitte.com)
• Best Ways to Message Generations, From Baby Boomers to Gen Z | DMW Direct
• What makes Gen Z in Asia different? | McKinsey
• Gen X: The Marketing Blind Spot? - ASIA RESEARCH Magazine (asia-research.net)
• Generation X Contributions That Shaped Our World (thehartford.com)
• Here Comes Gen Z. Prepare for Your Values to Be Questioned - From Day One
• Generation X steps up to the C-Suite | INTHEBLACK (cpaaustralia.com.au)
• For CMOs, The Path For Growth Is Towards The Multicultural Youth (forbes.com)
• Gen X is Entering the C-Suite: What It Means for Salespeople
(thecenterforsalesstrategy.com)
• A Survey of 19 Countries Shows How Generations X, Y, and Z Are — and Aren’t —
Different (hbr.org)
• Gen Z, Trust, and the "Frictionless" Engagement Strategy of the Future (insidearm.com)
• Satisfying the 'why' for Gen Y: Millennials feel a sense of purpose at these 10 companies |
BenefitsPRO
• Mind the Gap | McKinsey & Company
• Teens, Social Media and Technology 2022 | Pew Research Center
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About ComBlu

For over 40 years, we’ve been adapting our business to reflect changes in
marketing disciplines and clients’ needs. We balance innovation with traditional
strategies and approaches. And we continue to be a team of lifelong learners that
bring sound counsel and stellar execution to client engagements.

To learn more and connect with us please visit:

COMBLU.com

AND THE ANSWERS ARE . . .
Pg 7
1 A – Boomer
2 B – Millennial

Cheryl Treleaven
Jennifer Voisard
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Pg 11
> True – Boomer still hanging in
> In this decade, Gen Z will be 30% of workforce
> In 2016, Millennials surpassed Gen X at work

